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Borne of the Wind:
An Introduction to the
Ecology of Michigan’s
Sand Dunes
GREAT LAKES COASTAL DUNES
The high sand dunes are
among the most rugged and
beautiful natural features
of the Lake Michigan and
Lake Superior shorelines.
Great Lakes dunes comprise
the most extensive freshwater dunes in the world,
so vast that they are visible
to astronauts from outer
space. In terms of the
plants and animals, the
coastal dunes are also rich,
supporting more endemic
species than any other
Great Lakes ecosystem.

Some of the earliest European explorers and settlers in
Michigan commented on the
rugged character of the
dunes. Bela Hubbard, a
member of the 1840 survey
of the Grand Sable dunes,
described them as “a
miniature Sahara.” Many of
Michigan’s most visited
state parks and national
lakeshores showcase these
thrilling natural features.
Michigan contains more
dunes than any other Great
Lakes state, however,
signifcant coastal dunes are

also found along the
shorelines of all Great Lakes
states, and on the Ontario
shoreline as well.
The high coastal dunes
familiar to many Michigan
residents are not the only
kind of dunes. In fact, other
types of dunes may be found
along the shoreline as well
as in the interior of the state.
Here we discuss some of
the more common dune
types and their signifcance
to a wide variety of plants
and animals.
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Dune Formation
and Types
Important factors have been identifed as critical for the creation
of sand dunes, including:
• a source of abundant sand
• relatively consistent wind
• water level fuctuation
• vegetation to foster sand accumulation
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SAND SOURCE
Susan Crispin

The most basic factor
in dune formation
is the presence of
abundant sand.

W

These glacial sediments are
concentrated in two sources
that provide sand for coastal
dunes: rivers and coastal
bluffs. Large volumes of sand
are carried into the Great
Lakes by river systems,
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Coastal bluffs, a major source of sand for dune formation. Grand Sable Dunes.

which is why many of our
dune complexes are located
at the mouths of large rivers
like the Grand, Kalamazoo,
Muskegon, and Pere
Marquette. High coastal
bluffs, which are continually
being eroded by winds and

waves, are another important
sediment source, as seen at
Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore, along
northern Lake Michigan, or
at Grand Sable Dunes along
the south shore of Lake
Superior. These sediments are
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ithin the Great Lakes
basin, continental glaciers
covered the landscape for
over one million years,
providing the major source
for sand and other sediments.
Meltwater streams fowing
from the glaciers’ fanks
carried tremendous volumes
of sand and gravel that settled
along extensive sandy plains
or in narrow stream channels.
Another source of sand was
glacial till, a mixture of sand,
silt, and clay that was
deposited along the margins
of the glaciers or dropped as
the glacial ice slowly melted.
Not only did the glaciers provide sediments rich in sand,
they also scoured out the
broad, deep basins that
the Great Lakes now occupy.

The Big Sable River carried sand that became the Nordhouse Dunes.
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moved along the shoreline by
offshore currents and
eventually get redeposited
along the shoreline to form
sand beaches or foredunes.
When conditions are right,
these sands can be carried
inland by strong winds to
form interior dunes.

Beach sand (enlarged).
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Beach or dune sand consists
largely of quartz (87–94%),
with lesser amounts of
feldspar (10–18%), magnetite
(1–3%), and traces of other
minerals such as calcite,
garnet, and hornblende. Sand
particles are rounded and
frosted by continuous

Moving sand is very abrasive,
as demonstrated by
ventifacts, stones that have
fattened facets polished
smooth by the sand. Similarly, the colorful label of a
soda can left on the dune is
soon sandblasted to a dull
gray. An interesting, rare
phenomenon in the dunes
is the fusion of sand grains
by lightning strikes,
forming fragile tubes
called fulgerites.
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While water deposits
particles on the beach that
range in size from pebbles to
very fne sands, wind-formed
dunes consist largely of
medium and fne sands.
Large volumes of medium
and fne sands bounce along
within a meter of the ground,
in a process called saltation
(see diagram at right).
Saltation is responsible for
most sand movement on the
dunes. Coarse sand is too
large to be readily moved by
the wind, and its movement
consists of short distance
“surface creep” resulting
from collisions with moving
fne and medium sand
particles. Finer silt and clay
sized particles are carried in
suspension far beyond the
coastal dunes.

by fall and winter storm
winds and waves.

collisions with other sand
grains. Quartz grains range
from very coarse to very fne
sands. In contrast, magnetite,
which is twice as heavy as
quartz, consists primarily of
fne and very fne sand
grains, although larger
particles can be found. As a
result of this size and density
difference, gently moving
water or light winds cause the
heavier, smaller magnetite to
settle out into dark bands
overlain by lighter, larger
quartz. Gentle summer winds
accelerate the separation of
magnetite from quartz, but
the sorting is quickly undone

Wind-formed patterns on the dunes. The dark sand is magnetite.
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